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The editors have arranged the papers to illustrate
the various techniques as they are used at present,
and to indicate areas of future developments.
Sections are included on Cytogenetic surveillance,
Monitoring of point mutations, Monitoring with
sperm parameters, Detection of adducts, Com-
bined and epidemiologic approaches, Risk extra-
polation, and a final discussion of Perspectives in
biological monitoring.

In general, the papers are of good quality and are

adequately referenced. They provide a useful intro-
duction to the field of monitoring to the general
reader and a good starting point for those with more
specific aims. There are many valuable suggestions
to the reader who is planning to undertake monitor-
ing work and some examples of less than optimal
monitoring programmes. The potential perils of
inadequate cytogenetic slide assessment are illus-
trated by the 'Love Canal' incident in the USA with
its problems of the definition of experienced slide
readers.

It is to be hoped that the editors return to this
same topic at regular intervals and provide us with
regular updates in this developing field. It is also to
be hoped that some of those with a responsibility for
assessing the consequences of the Chernobyl inci-
dent will benefit from using this book as a source of
advice. My only real reservation with this book
concerns the general use of camera ready material.
The collection of type faces and layouts is diverse
and the whole appearance of the volume would have
been significantly improved if it had been retyped in
a standardised format.

J M PARRY

Genetic Risk
By Stephen Thomas. (Figures+tables. £3-95.)
London: Pelican Books. 1986.

This short and eminently readable paperback has
been well researched and thoughtfully presented.
Mr Thomas, a freelance editor and former recipient
of genetic counselling, provides an accurate and
informed overview of the role of the genetics clinic
with details of how risk estimates are reached and
presented. The book has been written with the
inquisitive lay reader in mind and as far as possible
avoids technical jargon. A helpful glossary explains
most of the scientific terms in a straightforward
fashion and an extensive bibliography is provided
for the enthusiast who wishes to pursue particular
subjects in depth.

Topics covered include genes and chromosomes,

patterns of inheritance, prenatal tests, and decision
making. Abortion, contraception, and artificial re-
production are also discussed calmly and objectively
in a manner which should not upset any but those
with the most extremist views. The role of the
genetic counsellor is presented sympathetically and
with considerable insight. Mr Thomas has done his
homework well.
One minor criticism which might be levelled is

that in a book aimed at 'parents and potential
parents', it is unfortunate that spina bifida receives
scant attention, with no mention of serum alpha-
fetoprotein estimation or its implications and limi-
tations. One suspects that many readers would have
valued a discussion of these points.
An initial impression on first glancing through this

short text was that it overlapped excessively with
Aubrey Milunsky's Know Your Genes, also pub-
lished by Pelican. However it is almost 10 years
since Know Your Genes first appeared and as
everyone knows much has happened in that time.
Stephen Thomas's book brings the lay reader up to
date with recent developments in genetics and
prenatal diagnosis, and complements rather than
competes with Milunsky's text, by concentrating on
the services provided at a genetics clinic and the
dilemmas faced by its clients.

Great care has been taken in the preparation of
this little book and it will be a pleasure to recom-
mend it to interested patients.

I D YOUNG

The Harvey Lectures
Series 80. Edited by Ralph L Brinster et al. New
York: Alan R Liss. 1986.

This volume contains lectures delivered to The
Harvey Society of New York in 1984/5. As always,
the speakers are scientists of great distinction,
talking about subjects where they have made a large
personal contribution. The problem with the pub-
lished versions is that they appear one or two years
after the event, and in many years the collected
lectures cover so wide a range of subjects that it is
hard to see who apart from librarians would buy
them. This year, however, is a good one for
geneticists. Although the volume totals only 180
pages and seven lectures, every one is of some
genetic interest.
Ray White's chapter on mapping human chromo-

somes contains a good account of the advantages of
the new multilocus linkage methods over two locus
lod scores. Although some of the examples are
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dated, this chapter will be useful reading for many
people wanting to take up gene mapping now it
seems so easy.
An absorbing chapter by Brinster and Palmiter

tells the story of the transgenic mouse and the many
opportunities it provides for studying the tissue and
time specificity of gene expression. You may be
relieved to know that transgenic pigs stay a normal
size despite expression of the metallothionein-
growth hormone fusion gene which produced the
famous giant mice. This chapter shows the Harvey
lectures at their best, summing up historically
important work by one fruitful partnership over
many years.
Joan Steitz describes her work on snurps, the

small ribonucleoprotein particles which probably
control mRNA splicing and perhaps modulate trans-
cription by RNA polymerase III. They are the
targets of characteristic autoantibodies in rheuma-
toid diseases, so may be important for understanding
the pathology of these diseases.
Other chapters include a very brief account of

oncogenes by Robert Weinberg, Cuatrecasas on
hormone receptors, and Metzger on antibodies as
effector molecules, looking at what happens after
the antibody-antigen reaction, rather than at the
generation of antibody diversity. The final chapter is
a detailed description by Le Douarin of the quail-
chick chimera as a system for studying the ontogeny
of the peripheral nervous system. This could be read
with advantage by those concerned with syndromes
originating in neural crest cells.

Overall then, a more interesting collection of
articles than I expected. You are unlikely to buy the
book, but might well enjoy borrowing it.

ANDREW P READ

X Linked Mental Retardation 2
Edited by John M Opitz, James F Reynolds, and
LaVelle M Spano. New York: Alan R Liss. 1986.

This volume belies the generalisation that confer-
ence reports make unreliable books. It is an account
of the Second International Workshop on Fragile X
and X Linked Mental Retardation, which was held
in Australia in 1985. In spite of the title, the book is
almost entirely about the fragile X syndrome, that
is, that type of X linked mental retardation that is
accompanied by a fragile site on the long arm of the
X chromosome. The book highlights the unusual
features of the condition, namely the inconsistent
phenotype, the curious family patterns with possible

distorted segregation ratios, and the high mutation
rate. There are hypotheses to account for these odd
features, none of which fit all observations, but
which make stimulating reading. Linkage studies
using DNA polymorphisms suggest not only that
crossing over is frequent at the fragile site, but also
that the frequency is higher in a woman if transmis-
sion was from her mother than if it was from her
father (pp 633-64). This is relevant to the Pembrey-
Winter suggestion that clinical manifestations of the
fragile X gene follows abnormal recombination.
Two groups of workers (pp 685-713) speculate
whether transposable elements might affect the
clinical manifestation of the fragile gene. This
proposal assumes that transposable elements can be
transmitted from father to son as well as from father
to daughter or from mother to son or daughter.
There are few possible examples of father to son
transmission in reported families but this omission
could be due to lack of observation, rather than to
lack of occurrence. True facts about the fragile X
syndrome have been too slowly demonstrated
because of the hasty conclusion by many workers
that it is inherited as a single X linked recessive
gene. This book does much to question such a
superficial belief. The third hypothesis of interest
(pp 723-37) is that the varying level of intelligence in
fragile X males and females is influenced by a
maternal intrauterine effect, with an interaction
between maternal blood, placenta, and fetus.
There are many other subjects of interest discussed

here, such as the association of the fragile X gene
and autism; the finding of the fragile X in two
subjects with Soto's syndrome; an account of factors
modifying the expression of the fragile site in vitro;
and observations on increased occurrence of
aneuploidy in cultured cells containing the fragile X
chromosome. An excellent chapter by Partington
shows some problems of genetic counselling. There
are also reports of several population studies (pp
567-97) which show some variation in the incidence
of the fragile X syndrome in different populations,
but which emphasise its overall high frequency.

This book therefore highlights the interesting and
speculative aspects of the fragile X syndrome. I
found the introductory summaries rather tiresome
but enjoyed most of the subsequent chapters. As it
is the bound version of a single issue of the
American Journal of Medical Genetics, it is not
essential buying for geneticists, but I thoroughly
recommend it for libraries.

SARAH BUNDEY
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